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Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended. Forward-looking statements in this presentation consist of, among other things, statements regarding future operating results, all of which are based on current expectations,
estimates, and forecasts, and the beliefs and assumptions of the Company’s management. Words such as “expects,” “anticipates,” “aims,” “projects,” “intends,” “plans,” “likely,” “will,” “should,”
“believes,” “estimates,” “seeks,” variations of such words, and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to
risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict. Therefore, actual results may differ materially and adversely from those expressed in any forward-looking statements. Factors
that could cause actual results to differ materially from the Company’s expectations expressed in this presentation include: expectations for continuing to successfully execute the Company’s
growth and operational improvement strategies; expectations of future growth in the social good software solutions market, segments within that market and the Company’s total addressable
market; expectations that achieving the Company’s goals will extend its competitive advantage and provide improved product quality and innovative solutions for its customers; expectations
that centers of excellence and use of best-of-breed platforms will drive increasing operating efficiency and contribute to margin improvement; expectations that the Company’s financial position
provides flexibility to fuel future growth through acquisitions or other opportunities; expectations that past acquisitions have expanded the Company’s customer and market opportunities; risks
associated with unfavorable media coverage; risks associated with acquisitions; risks inherent in the expansion of our international operations; risks related to the United Kingdom's departure
from the European Union; the possibility of reduced growth or amount of charitable giving; uncertainty regarding increased business and renewals from existing customers; risks associated with
implementation of software products; the ability to attract and retain key personnel; risks related to the Company’s leverage, credit facility and share repurchase program; lengthy sales and
implementation cycles; technological changes that make the Company’s products and services less competitive; risk related to the adequacy of our data security procedures and cybersecurity
and data protection risks and related liabilities; the implementation of our new global enterprise resource planning system; uncertainty regarding the COVID-19 disruption and potential legal
proceedings involving us and uncertainty regarding existing legal proceedings and the other risk factors set forth from time to time in the Company’s SEC filings. Factors that could cause or
contribute to such differences include, but are not limited to, those summarized under Risk Factors in the Company’s most recent annual report on Form 10-K, and any quarterly reports on
Forms 10-Q thereafter, copies of which are available free of charge at the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov or upon request from the Company’s investor relations department. Given these risks
and uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. Also, forward-looking statements represent the Company’s beliefs and assumptions only as of the
date of this presentation. Except as required by law, the Company does not intend, and undertakes no obligation, to revise or update these forward-looking statements, or to update the reasons
actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements, even if new information becomes available in the future.

Trademark Usage
All Blackbaud product names appearing herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of Blackbaud, Inc. This presentation contains trade names, trademarks and service marks of other
companies. The Company does not intend its use or display of other parties’ trade names, trademarks and service marks to imply a relationship with, or endorsement or sponsorship of, these
other parties.
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Historical Financials and Non-GAAP Financial Measures
Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures: The Company has provided in this presentation financial information that has not been prepared in accordance with GAAP. The Company uses these non-GAAP financial measures internally in analyzing its financial
results and believes they are useful to investors, as a supplement to GAAP measures, in evaluating the Company’s ongoing operational performance. The Company believes that the use of these non-GAAP financial measures provides an additional tool for
investors to use in evaluating ongoing operating results and trends and in comparing its financial results from period to period with other companies in the Company’s industry, many of which present similar non-GAAP financial measures to investors.
These non-GAAP financial measures may not be completely comparable to similarly titled measures of other companies due to potential differences in the exact method of calculation between companies. The Company believes that these non-GAAP
financial measures reflect the Company’s ongoing business in a manner that allows for meaningful period-to-period comparison and analysis of trends in the Company’s business. Non-GAAP financial measures should not be considered in isolation from, or
as a substitute for, financial information prepared in accordance with GAAP. Investors are encouraged to review the reconciliations of these non-GAAP measures to their most directly comparable GAAP financial measures.

Blackbaud discusses non-GAAP organic revenue growth measures, including non-GAAP organic revenue growth, non-GAAP organic revenue growth on a constant currency basis and non-GAAP organic recurring revenue growth, which Blackbaud believes
provide useful information for evaluating the periodic growth of its business as well as growth on a consistent basis. Each measure of non-GAAP organic revenue growth excludes incremental acquisition-related revenue attributable to companies acquired
in the current fiscal year. For companies acquired in the immediately preceding fiscal year, if any, each measure of non-GAAP organic revenue growth reflects presentation of full year incremental non-GAAP revenue derived from such companies as if they
were combined throughout the prior period, and it includes the current period non-GAAP revenue attributable to those companies. In addition, each measure of non-GAAP organic revenue growth excludes prior period revenue associated with divested
businesses. The exclusion of the prior period revenue is intended to present the results of the divested businesses within the results of the combined company for the same period of time in both the prior and current periods. Blackbaud believes this
presentation provides a more comparable representation of our current business’ organic revenue growth and revenue run-rate. In these materials, Blackbaud is presenting the following unaudited information: historical recurring and total revenue for the
fiscal years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 and the interim periods therein; calculations for recurring revenue growth and total revenue growth for the twelve month period ended December 31, 2021 and the interim periods therein; and calculations
of non-GAAP organic recurring revenue growth, non-GAAP organic revenue growth and non-GAAP organic revenue growth on a constant currency basis for the same periods.

Rule of 40 is defined as non-GAAP organic revenue growth plus non-GAAP adjusted EBITDA margin. Non-GAAP adjusted EBITDA is defined as GAAP net income plus interest, net; income tax provision (benefit); depreciation; amortization of intangible assets
from business combinations; amortization of software development costs; stock-based compensation; acquisition-related integration costs; acquisition-related expenses; employee severance; restructuring and other real estate activities; and costs, net of
insurance, related to the previously disclosed security incident discovered in May 2020 (the "Security Incident").

Non-GAAP free cash flow is defined as operating cash flow less capital expenditures, including costs required to be capitalized for software development, and capital expenditures for property and equipment. In addition, and in order to provide a
meaningful basis for comparison, Blackbaud now uses non-GAAP adjusted free cash flow in analyzing its operating performance. Non-GAAP adjusted free cash flow is defined as operating cash flow less capital expenditures, including costs required to be
capitalized for software development, capital expenditures for property and equipment, and less cash outflows, net of insurance, related to the Security Incident. Blackbaud believes non-GAAP free cash flow and non-GAAP adjusted free cash flow provide
useful measures of the company's operating performance. Non-GAAP adjusted free cash flow is not intended to represent and should not be viewed as the amount of residual cash flow available for discretionary expenditures.

Historical Financial Statements Being Presented: In these materials, Blackbaud is presenting the following unaudited historical financial information: historical consolidated balance sheets as of the fiscal years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 and
interim consolidated balance sheets for each of the quarters within fiscal 2021 and 2020; historical consolidated statements of comprehensive income for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 and interim consolidated statements of
comprehensive income for each of the quarters within fiscal 2021 and 2020; historical consolidated statements of cash flows for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 and interim consolidated statements of cash flows for each of the interim
year-to-date periods within fiscal 2021 and 2020; and historical non-GAAP financial information for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 and for each of the quarters within fiscal 2021 and 2020 as well as reconciliations of the non-GAAP
measures to their most directly comparable GAAP measures and related non-GAAP adjustments. Blackbaud is providing this unaudited financial information to allow investors and analysts to more easily access and review the Company’s historical
consolidated financial data by including such information in one document.

Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Financial Measures: Reconciliations of the most directly comparable GAAP measures to non-GAAP financial measures and related adjustments, as well as details of Blackbaud's methodology for calculating non-GAAP
organic revenue growth, non-GAAP organic revenue growth on a constant currency basis, non-GAAP organic recurring revenue growth and Rule of 40 can be found in the Appendix to these materials and on the "Investor Relations" page of the Company's
website.

Blackbaud has not reconciled forward-looking non-GAAP financial measures contained in this investor material to their most directly comparable GAAP measures. Such reconciliations would require unreasonable efforts at this time to estimate and quantify
with a reasonable degree of certainty various necessary GAAP components, including for example those related to compensation, acquisition transactions and integration, tax items or others that may arise. These components and other factors could
materially impact the amount of the future directly comparable GAAP measures, which may differ significantly from their non-GAAP counterparts.
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Key Messages
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Rapidly innovating for our 
customers and positioned to 

capture digital shift

Revenue growth and 
scalability drive margin 

expansion

Leader in a large, 
resilient, and growing 

global market

Multiple levers
exist to accelerate

revenue growth

Driving toward our long-term aspirational goal to achieve:

using a Rule of 40 framework

40%+

1 2 3 4

organic revenue growth

High Single-Digit
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Our Markets

5
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Social good is a resilient, 
significant global sector

ARTS AND CULTURAL 
ORGANIZATIONS

COMPANIES

FAITH 
COMMUNITIES

FOUNDATIONS

HEALTHCARE 
ORGANIZATIONS

HIGHER EDUCATION 
INSTITUTIONS

INDIVIDUAL 
CHANGE AGENTS

K–12 SCHOOLS

NONPROFITS
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Blackbaud is the 
world’s leading cloud 
software company 
powering social good 93%

of higher education 
institutions with 

billion-dollar 
campaigns5

9 of the 
top 10

healthcare systems are 
Blackbaud customers4

Millions 
of users across 
100+ countries1

25 
of the largest 

Catholic Dioceses 
in the US1

1 out of 3 
Fortune 500 
companies3

$100B+ 
raised, granted, and 

invested in their 
programming by our 
customers each year1

80% 
of the most 
influential 

nonprofits2

Source: (1) Internal Statistics, (2) Top 50 listed by The Street.com featured by MSN, (3) Fortune 500, (4) Definitive Healthcare, (5) Council for Advancement and Support of Education 

150+ 
experts dedicated 
to arts and cultural 

organizations1

1st Place: 
Blackbaud Education 

Management Solutions
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Driving significant value for our customers

300K
meals packed by employees 
for Rise Against Hunger using 
YourCause® CSRconnect®

43%  
Increase in fundraising dollars 
using data-driven strategy 
informed by Blackbaud Fundraiser 
Performance Management™
and donorCentrics®

+61%
growth in percentage of 
tickets sold online with 
implementation of 
Blackbaud Altru®

$400K
Raised through a virtual chili cook-off 
powered by JustGiving® from 
Blackbaud® Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

200%
Boost in fundraising, including a 
$1 million gift, powered by 
Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT®

100X
reduction in time setting up 
tuition account with Blackbaud’s 
suite of education management 
solutions

Sourced from Blackbaud customer stories

https://www.blackbaud.com/customer-stories


Large and underpenetrated total addressable market (TAM) 
opportunity
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Fundraising, Relationship Management and 
Engagement
Revenue Penetration: <20%

Financial Management, Grant and 
Award Management
Revenue Penetration: <10%

Payment Services
Revenue Penetration: <10%

Organizational and Program Management
Revenue Penetration: <10%

$11.5B

Corporate Social Responsibility 
and ESG

Revenue Penetration: <5% 

$20B+
Blackbaud TAM

Sources: FY 2021 Blackbaud Revenue. Global Blackbaud TAM based on IRS data, Canadian Revenue Agency, Private School Universe, IPEDS, Dun & Bradstreet, HIMSS, Guidestar, S&P Global database, Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council,  Blackbaud internal data

$3.5B

$3.0B

$1.5B

$1.5B

2X increase 
in Blackbaud’s TAM with 
expanded opportunity in CSR 
and ESG through recent 
acquisition of EVERFI



Companies Nonprofits Faith-based K-12 Schools Healthcare Higher Education Arts & Cultural Foundations
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Opportunity for growth extends across vertical markets
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$20B+
2022 TAM

<10%
Revenue Penetration

$11B+

$3.5B+

$1.5B+

$0.5B - $1B+

5%
Penetration

15%
Penetration 5%

Penetration

20%
Penetration

15%
Penetration

25%
Penetration

15%
Penetration

5%
Penetration

Sources: FY 2021 Blackbaud Revenue. Global Blackbaud TAM based on IRS data, Canadian Revenue Agency, Private School Universe, IPEDS, Dun & Bradstreet, HIMSS, Guidestar, S&P Global database, Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council,  Blackbaud internal data
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Key 
Differentiators



The market’s most comprehensive solutions for social good
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Fundraising & 
Relationship 
Management

Marketing & 
Engagement

Financial
Management

Organizational
& Program

Management

Payment
Services

Data 
Intelligence

(and partners)

1   IDC Top 40 largest cloud software provider worldwide,2020 2 Informed by internal competitive intelligence and analysis

OUR COMPETITORS2

Blackbaud is the largest cloud 
software vendor focused 
exclusively on the social 
good community1

Only Blackbaud offers a full 
portfolio of purpose-built, 
integrated solutions

Highly fragmented 
competition offers 
single-point solutions

Large customer base 
with 93% customer retention

Strong balance sheet and cash 
flows to support strategic 
acquisitions and internal 
product development



Built on industry leading cloud technology
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Continuous innovation and feature 
deployment

Common shared components

Integrated capabilities

Power of the Platform

Accelerated time to market

Enables a network effect



We build, integrate, and 
implement vertical-specific 
solutions purpose-built for 

the unique needs of our 
customers.

Cloud Software

Using exclusive data, analytics, and 
expertise, we deliver unparalleled 

insight and intelligence to the 
customers we serve.

Data Intelligence

We drive impact through 
dedicated customer support and 

training, along with strategic 
and managed services tailored 

to our customers.

Services
With four decades of 
experience, we are 

undisputed industry 
experts on technology 

for social good.

Expertise

We make it 
simple with one 
accountable 
partner

14



A culture built on unmatched commitment to social good
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1 out of 5
employees serve on 
nonprofit boards

engineers; largest R&D 
investment in the sector 

600+

500+
employees worked 
previously for social good 
organizations

7 out of 10
employees volunteer 
logging over 100,000 
hours annually

1 out of 3
employees belong to 
an employee-led 
affinity group

9 out of 10
employees say that it is 
important to them that 
Blackbaud operates in a 
socially responsible manner

1 out of 4
employees participate in 
our matching gift program

30%
of open job postings filled by 
existing employees through 
promotion and growth 
opportunities 

Note: Internal Statistics
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Strategy for 
Growth



Growth driven by a four-point strategy
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Delight customers with 
innovative cloud solutions
Comprehensive, purpose-built 
cloud solutions – backed by service to 
deliver differentiated value

Focus on employees, 
culture, and ESG initiatives
Continue to evolve our focus on 
people, culture, and corporate 
initiatives

Expand total 
addressable market
Acquiring, building, and partnering into 
near adjacent markets and expanding 
existing ones

Lead with world class 
teams and operations
Executing a world-class operating 
model on a journey to improve 
company performance as 
measured by ‘Rule of 40’

1

3

2

4



2014 - Acquisition
2014 - Acquisition
2015 - Acquisition
2016 - Acquisition
2017 - Acquisition
2017 - Acquisition
2018 - Acquisition
2018 - New Solution 
2018 - New Solution
2019 - Acquisition
2021 - Acquisition
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~$285M
recurring 
revenue 

contribution 
from recent 
acquisitions

Expand total addressable market
Acquiring, building, and partnering into near adjacent markets

Blackbaud Education Management

Blackbaud Church Management™

$14B+
in TAM added through 
acquisitions and new 

solution builds

STRATEGY 1



Lead with world class 
teams and operations

19

STRATEGY 2

Centers of Excellence
support functions with common 
systems, metrics, and measurement

Productivity Improvement
continuous improvement across all 
functions of the organization

Vertical Go-to-market
focus on customer needs and 
solution selling

Centralized
Back Office CUSTOMER

OPERATIONS
CUSTOMER

SUCCESS

GLOBAL 
MARKETING

SALES 
OPERATIONS

RESEARCH,
DELIVERY &

OPERATIONS

Vertical 
Go-to-Market

ARTS & 
CULTURAL

ORGANIZATIONS

COMPANIES

FAITH
COMMUNITIES

FOUNDATIONS
HEALTHCARE

ORGANIZATIONS

HIGHER
EDUCATION

INSTITUTIONS

K–12
SCHOOLS

NONPROFITS

DATA
INTELLIGENCE

Global Centers 
of Excellence 

(COEs)



Delight customers with innovative 
cloud solutions
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STRATEGY 3



Focus on employees, culture and ESG initiatives
STRATEGY 4

Vision: Drive long-term sustainable value for all our stakeholders by living out our higher purpose of “helping good 
take over” in the way we operate all facets of our business through a world class ESG program

Substantially reduced global office 
footprint and business travel

Currently pursuing carbon neutrality

Announced multi-year philanthropic 
commitment to Project Drawdown’s 
climate initiatives

Attract and retain top talent 
regardless of location with remote-
first workforce strategy 

Building diverse teams through 
inclusive culture and focus on 
employee well-being with robust 
resources and support

Strong culture of giving back through 
corporate philanthropy and 
employee volunteer support

Joined UN Global Compact in 2021

Created ESG Steering Committee 
with CEO sponsorship and board of 
director's oversight

Focus on increasing level of 
disclosure on targets and metrics

Maintain formalized policies and 
procedures to be responsible and 
ethical custodians of personal data

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
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Financial 
Strategy



Strong Q4 2021 Revenue Performance as Pandemic-related 
Variability Begins to Subside
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Contractual Recurring Revenue
• Strong customer retention of 93%
• Continued strength in renewals and bookings trends with 

year-over-year improvement in sales productivity per rep

Transactional Revenue
• Benefiting from accelerated shift toward online giving, the return 

of in-person events, and strong year-end giving

One-time Services & Other Revenue
• Declined 29% vs. Q4 2020, consistent with prior years and 

in line with strategy
• Decline in one-time services expected to bottom in 2022

1 Non-GAAP Revenue through 12/31/2021  

Change in Non-GAAP Revenue Year over Year1

($
1M

)

($
1M

)

$3
M

$3
M $5

M

$1
4M

$3
M

($
2M

)

$1
5M

$4
M

($
9M

) ($
6M

) ($
3M

)

($
2M

)

($
4M

)

Q 4  2 0 2 0 Q 1  2 0 2 1 Q 2  2 0 2 1 Q 3  2 0 2 1 Q 4  2 0 2 1

Contractual Recurring Transactional One-time Services & Other



2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Proven history of double-digit revenue growth inclusive of M&A
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Recurring                              One-time Services & Other 

Non-GAAP Revenue. Beginning with 2016, results reflect adoption of ASC 606.

$928M

$371M

10% CAGR
FY11 - FY21 Total Revenue

14% CAGR
FY11 – FY21 Recurring Revenue

• Recurring 95% of total revenue 
in 2021

• History of double-digit growth 
despite one-time services drag

• Execution of successful M&A 
strategy grows the revenue base 
and accelerates growth and 
shift to the cloud

• Multiple levers to drive 
meaningful growth going 
forward



2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Acquisitions grow the revenue base and accelerate growth
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Expand TAM into 
near adjacencies

Accelerate shift 
to the cloud

Accelerate revenue 
growth

Accretive to operating 
margin

Non-GAAP recurring revenue from acquisitions of Smart Tuition, AcademicWorks, JustGiving, Reeher, YourCause and EVERFI (closed on December 31, 2021 and based on Non-GAAP guidance issued on 2/22/22); acquisition criteria calls for investments to be accretive to 
operating margins over time.

~$285M
recurring 
revenue 

contribution 
from recent 
acquisitions

Acquisition Strategy:

~$285M
Estimated recurring 

revenue contribution 
from recent acquisitions



Revenue growth and scalability drive strong profitability 
with future margin expansion opportunity
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18.8%
20.5% 21.1% 20.0%

16.8%

21.3% 21.6%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Operating Margin

Non-GAAP operating margin. Beginning with 2016, results reflect adoption of ASC 606.

Leverage opportunities for future expansion:

Operating Margin

Go-to-Market Efficiency
Focusing on digital first lead generation, 
market coverage and sales velocity

Engineering and Innovation
Invest in innovative cloud solutions

Migration to Public Cloud Infrastructure
Enhanced scalability and security

Operational Scale and Efficiency
Continuous simplification, automation and 
efficiency gains



Leverage opportunities exist within gross and operating margin
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One-time
Services & Other Payments Contractual

Recurring
Other

Transactional

Dilutive AccretiveTOTAL COMPANY GROSS MARGIN

One-time
Services & Other Payments Contractual

Recurring
Other

Transactional

Dilutive AccretiveTOTAL COMPANY OPERATING MARGIN

2021 Non-GAAP gross margin and operating margin.  



14.9% 15.0%

17.5% 17.5%

13.8%

8.3%

17.4%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Free Cash Flow Margin

Strong free cash flow generation

28

Free cash flow margins inclusive of 
investments:

• Focused on go-to-market model
• Innovation and new solution builds
• Security and cloud infrastructure 
• Global workplace strategy

Non-GAAP free cash flow is defined as operating cash flow less capital expenditures, including costs required to be capitalized for software development, and capital expenditures for property and equipment.  

Free Cash Flow Highlights

$34M $44M $39M $52M $58M $72M $52MCapital 
Investments
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Capital strategy increases shareholder value
Maintain liquidity and access to capital

• Oct 2020 amended, extended and expanded credit 
facility to $900M, Dec 2021 exercised accordion 
feature for incremental term loan of $250M

• Maximum allowable leverage: 4.0x

Accelerate performance in Rule of 40 
framework

• Capital investments consistent with solution 
roadmap and strategy

• Constant pursuit of operational efficiencies 
• Drives future cash generation

Return capital to shareholders
• Pursue share repurchases when internal estimates 

determine the company’s shares are undervalued by 
the market and adequate capital is available 

• November 2020 expanded share repurchase 
authorization from $50M to $250M; ~$149M 
repurchased since November 2020

• Dec 2021 Board re-authorized and replenished share 
repurchase program for up to an additional $250M

Maintain cash on balance 
sheet

Share repurchases

Strategic Acquisitions

Organic growth and 
margin expansion

Current covenant for leverage ratio is less than or equal to 4.0x through Q4 2023, then drops to 3.75x through maturity. Shares repurchased through 12/31/2021. Details on our share repurchases can be found in our most recent SEC filings.

1

2

3



0.00x

0.50x

1.00x

1.50x

2.00x

2.50x

3.00x

3.50x

4.00x

4.50x

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Proven history of rapid deleveraging post-acquisition

30

Note: Current covenant for leverage ratio is less than or equal to 4.0x through Q4 2023, then drops to 3.75x through maturity. Calculation of debt over TTM EBITDA is based on credit agreement in place at the end of the respective reporting quarter.

Le
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at
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Optimal Leverage 1.8x

~3.3x

Maximum Allowable
Leverage 4.0x



Generating strong returns on invested capital
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(1) See appendix for detailed ROIC calculation

Driving shareholder value 
through strong ROIC…

…on a significantly larger 
invested capital base…

...with potential for increased 
returns driven by Rule of 40 
performance.

19%
2013-2021
avg ROIC

12%
2013-2021 

CAGR

2021 WACC: 8.0%
2.2x2021 ROIC(1): 17.6%

Strong Returns



Financial performance exceeded expectations in 2021
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Non-GAAP Revenue, non-GAAP adjusted EBITDA margin and non-GAAP free cash flow.  Non-GAAP Revenue estimates shown on constant currency basis.  2021 estimates provided on 2/9/2021 and updated as of 11/3/2021.  

$100M+ floor

25%+

$900M+ $928M

26.5%

$162M

FY 2021 
Actuals

Downside 
Scenario

$100M+ floor

25%+

$900M+Total Revenue

Free Cash Flow

Adjusted EBITDA 
Margin

Original Best 
Estimate

Upside 
Scenario

$870-$890M $910-$920M



Blackbaud + EVERFI: A Powerful Combination for Social Good

Advances Blackbaud’s 
position as a leading 
technology partner 
in the large and fast-growing 
environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) and corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) 
spaces

Doubles Blackbaud's 
total addressable 
market (TAM) 
opportunity to $20B+ 
underpinned by long-term ESG 
growth trends and strong 
enterprise corporate 
relationships

Category-creating 
Impact-as-a-Service™

leader 
with substantial growth 
synergy driven by
cross-sell opportunity 
with YourCause™

Shared sense of 
purpose and 
complementary 
missions
retaining founders and 
leadership team

33



Blackbaud + EVERFI: 2022 Financial Profile
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~$13M

Blackbaud
FY 2022

(excludes EVERFI)

EVERFI
FY 2022

~15%

~$250M

~$965M ~$120M

~4%

~26%~30%

EVERFI will be immediately accretive to 
organic revenue growth, accelerating 
Blackbaud’s long-term financial goals to 
achieve mid to high single digit growth 
in 2022

EVERFI is profitable with potential for 
material margin upside as integration work 
is completed and through the pursuit of 
both revenue and cost synergies 

EVERFI expected to be accretive to 
Blackbaud’s Rule of 40 in the coming years 
through the combination of sustainable 
double-digit revenue growth and improving 
margin profile

1Rule of 40 measured by non-GAAP organic revenue growth on constant currency basis plus non-GAAP adjusted EBITDA margin on constant currency basis.

Non-GAAP.  Guidance issued 2/22/2022. Mid-point presented for illustration only, not as a prediction of 2022 performance. 

$246M

$928M

1.6%

27%

Adjusted 
EBITDA

Total Revenue

Total Revenue 
Growth

Rule of 401

Adjusted 
EBITDA

Total Revenue

Total Revenue 
Growth

Blackbaud
FY 2021

Assumptions at mid-point of 2022 Financial Guidance



2022 Total Company Guidance 
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$1,075M – $1,095M

24% – 24.5% 

$165M – $175M

$2.63 – $2.82

$1,085M

24.3%

$170M

$2.73Diluted EPS

Adjusted Free 
Cash Flow

Adjusted EBITDA 
Margin

Total Revenue

Mid-Point

Anticipating total revenue growth 
rate in the mid to high-teens

Expect organic total revenue growth in the 
mid-single digits – accelerates timeline for 
original mid-term goal by several years

Non-GAAP.  Guidance issued 2/22/2022. Mid-point presented for illustration only, not as a prediction of 2022 performance.  Assumptions included in full year 2022 financial guidance: Non-GAAP annualized effective tax rate of 20%; Interest expense for the year of $30M - $33M; 
Fully diluted shares for the year in the range of 52M - 53.5M; Capital expenditures for the year in the range of $60M - $70M, including $45M to $55M of capitalized software development costs 

In order to provide a meaningful basis for comparison, Blackbaud now uses non-GAAP adjusted free cash flow in analyzing its operating performance. Non-GAAP adjusted free cash flow is defined as operating cash flow less capital expenditures, including costs required to be 
capitalized for software development, capital expenditures for property and equipment, and less cash flow, net of insurance, related to the previously disclosed Security Incident discovered in May 2020 (the "Security Incident"). For full year 2022, Blackbaud currently expects net 
cash outlays of $25 million to $35 million for ongoing legal fees related to the Security Incident.  In line with the Company's policy, all associated costs due to third-party service providers and consultants, including legal fees, are expensed as incurred.  As of December 31 2021, 
Blackbaud has not recorded a loss contingency related to the Security Incident as it is unable to reasonably estimate the possible amount or range of such loss. Please refer to the section below titled "Non-GAAP Financial Measures" for more information on Blackbaud's use of non-
GAAP financial measures. 

Targeting ~30% on the Rule of 40 at 
constant currency which is a 250bps 
improvement over 2021



Accelerating financial goals within Rule of 40 framework
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Near-Term Mid-Term Long-Term
Current Prior Current Prior Current Prior

FY 2022
Guidance FY 2021 2024-2025 3-4 Years Post-

Pandemic 2027-2028 Aspirational

Non-GAAP 
Organic Revenue 

Growth
~4% - 6% Variable

Mid to High
Single-Digit

Annually

Mid Single-
Digit Annually

High
Single-Digit

Annually

Mid to High 
Single-Digit 

Annually

Rule of 401 ~28% - 31% 25%+ 35%+ 35%+ 40%+ 40%+

1Rule of 40 measured by non-GAAP organic revenue growth + non-GAAP Adjusted EBITDA margin. Financial goals represent full year targets. Non-GAAP adjusted EBITDA is defined as GAAP net income plus interest, net; income tax provision; depreciation; amortization of 
intangible assets from business combinations; amortization of software development costs; acquisition-related deferred revenue write-down; stock-based compensation; acquisition-related integration costs; acquisition-related expenses; employee severance; and 
restructuring and other real estate activities. Please refer to the appendix of this presentation.

. 

Substantial acceleration in 
near-term organic revenue 
growth profile and Rule of 
40 performance

Mid to high single-digit organic 
revenue growth moves from 
aspirational target to mid-term 
expectation

Increased line of sight into long-
term goal of achieving Rule of 
40 with elevated organic 
revenue growth profile



Multiple organic growth drivers going forward
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High Single-Digit Organic Growth

Near-term
Growth Drivers

1. Bookings return to pre-pandemic levels

2. Return of in-person events began in 2021 and expected to continue in 2022

3. Capitalize on accelerated shift to online payments

4. Drag from one-time services bottoms in 2022 - ~200bps drag on 2021 total revenue growth

Capture
New Pricing 

Opportunities

5. Bring proven international pricing innovation to the U.S.   

6. Pricing in line with market – two programs underway

Execute Current 
Growth Initiatives

7. Accelerate bookings performance through increased sales velocity and productivity

8. Capture land and expand opportunity created by growing product portfolio

9. Maximize value from partner program

10. Improve on already strong retention rates 



Revenue growth and scalability drive margin expansion
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Rule of 40

Go-To-Market
Efficiency

1. Reduce customer acquisition cost and improve payback period

2. Increase sales velocity

Innovation and 
Infrastructure

3. Innovation in the cloud drives lower cost operating structure

4. Shift to third-party cloud infrastructure

Operational Scale 
and Efficiency

5. Remote-first workforce strategy drives real estate savings

6. Pricing optimization

7. Continuous simplification, automation, and efficiency gains
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Maximizing shareholder value

Rapidly innovating for our 
customers and positioned 
to capture digital shift in 
our markets

Committed to a clear 
strategy focused on 
achieving “Rule of 40”

Large, resilient and growing 
global markets allow for 
multiple levers to accelerate 
revenue growth

Executing a proven capital 
allocation strategy to 
increase shareholder value
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Appendix



(dollars in millions)
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2021
Total Assets $2,972
Less: Restricted cash and customer funds receivable (598)
Less: Non-interest bearing current liabilities (401)
Add: Accumulated depreciation 58
Add: Accumulated amortization of software development
Add: Accumulated amortization of ROU assets1

75
24

Add: Accumulated amortization of intangibles
Less: Purchase price of 2021 acquisition2

213
(723)

Add: Research & development (excluding stock-based compensation) 3Y Expense3 274
Invested Capital $1,894

Income from Operations
Add: Rent/Lease expense

25
11

Add: Depreciation 14 
Add: Amortization of software development 33
Add: Amortization of intangibles 37
EBITDA4 120
Add: Stock-based compensation 120
Add: R&D Exp (excl SBC) 97
Adjusted EBITDA4 338
Less: Implied taxes (assumes 20% tax rate) (5)
Adjusted NOPAT4 $333
Return on invested capital (ROIC) 17.6%

(1) With adoption of ASC842 and subsequent addition of right-of-use assets on the balance sheet, value of leased assets is replaced
(2) EVERFI acquired on 12/31/21
(3)  Sum of previous three years R&D expense excluding any stock-based compensation
(4)  Non-GAAP EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted NOPAT

Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) Calculation



Historical Reconciliations of GAAP and Non-GAAP Organic Revenue Growth (Unaudited)
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Reconciliations of Non-GAAP Organic Revenue Growth and Rule of 40 (Unaudited)
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Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Consolidated Statements of  Operations (Unaudited)
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Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Consolidated Statements of  Operations (Unaudited)
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Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Consolidated Statements of  Operations (Unaudited)
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Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Consolidated Statements of  Operations (Unaudited)
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Historical Consolidated Balance Sheets (Unaudited)
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The fair values assigned to the assets acquired and liabilities assumed in our acquisition of EVERFI are based on our best estimates and assumptions and are considered preliminary pending finalization. The estimates and assumptions are subject to change as we 
obtain additional information during the measurement period, which may be up to one year from the acquisition date. The assets and liabilities, pending finalization, include the valuation of intangible assets as well as the assumed deferred income tax balances.



Historical Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income (Unaudited)
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Note 1: The individual amounts for each quarter may not sum to full year totals due to rounding.



Historical Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (Unaudited)
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Note 1: The individual amounts for each quarter may not sum to full year totals due to rounding.



Historical Reconciliations of GAAP to Non-GAAP Financial Measures (Unaudited)
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Historical Reconciliations of GAAP to Non-GAAP Financial Measures (Unaudited)
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